
 1. Introduction

 2. νe appearance analysis
      We report an updated analysis of νe appearance
      using the full data set collected

 3. Summary

Results from T2K
Ken Sakashita (KEK) for T2K collaboration
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Physics Motivation

θ23 = 45° ± 5°θ12 = 34° ± 3°
θ13 measurement

open a possibility to measure 
CP violation in lepton sector
CPV term in P(νμ→νe)      sinθ12sinθ13sinθ23sinδ∝

★Discovery of νμ → νe 

Direct detection of neutrino flavor 
mixing in “appearance” mode

Mixing angle: θ12, θ23, θ13

|Ue3|2

normal inverted

Neutrino mass & three flavor mixing

νμ to νe plays an important role to
study CPV, mass hierarchy

First indication of non-zero θ13

P(νμ→νe) = sin22θ13 sin2θ23 sin2(Δm231 L/4E) 

+ (CPV term) + (matter term) ...

sin22θ13 = 0.11 +0.10-0.06 (T2K 2011)

Phys.Rev.Lett. 107, 041801, 2011

(assuming δCP=0, sin22θ23=1, Δm232=2.4 x 10-3 (NH))

p-value for θ13=0 was 0.007 (2.5σ)
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T2K (Tokai to Kamioka)  experiment

High intensity beam from J-PARC MR to Super-Kamiokande @ 
295km

Discovery of e appearance Determine 13
Last unknown mixing angle
Open possibility to explore CPV in lepton sector

Precise meas. of disappearance 23, m23
2

Really maximum mixing? Any symmetry? Anytihng unexpected?

132312sin ssse prob.  in term odd CP sin 12~0.5, sin 23~0.7, 
sin <0.2)

T2K (Tokai-to-Kamioka) experiment

!"#実験の最新結果

市川温子　京都大学$
%&'$()*$!"#$+&,,-.&'-/&0
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★ Discovery of νμ → νe oscillation (νe appearance)

★ Precision measurement of νμ disappearance

T2K Main Goals:

2011 νμ results :  Phys.Rev. D 85, 031103(R), 2012
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T2K Beam

* Small intrinsic νe contamination (~1%) from μ,K decays 

Intense & high quality beam

Beam dir. stability < 1mrad

Muon monitor

* Off-axis νμ beam
- Low energy narrow band beam
- Eν peak around oscillation maximum (~0.6GeV)
- Small high energy tail → reduce background events in T2K 
                                          (e.g. NC1π0 is one of νe background)

Important to keep beam 
direction stable

(requirement)  < 1mrad direction shift
→ < ~2% energy shift at peak
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T2K off-axis 
angle is 2.5°

π, K production is measured in CERN NA61 exp.
Phys.Rev.C84:034604(2011), Phys.Rev.C85:035210(2012)
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Data for todayʼs talk (full data set up to now) = 3.01 x 1020 p.o.t.  
(18% of increase from Neutrino2012)

Run1 + 2 (2010-2011)
1.43 x 1020 p.o.t.

* ND280 Run1+2 data is used for
  oscillation analysis

Run3 (2012) : 1.58 x 1020 p.o.t  
* including 0.21 x 1020 p.o.t. with 200kA horn
  operation (13% flux reduction at peak) 
  (250kA horn current for nominal operation)
* ND280 Run3 data is checked and  consistent with Run1+2

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

Great East Japan
Earthquake

(March 11,2011)

Beam re-commissioning,
Repairing horn power supply

Recovering facility 
(acc., beam-line etc..)  

200kW
Data collected and analyzed 
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Near detector measurements

νμ CC event measurements is used in 
oscillation analysis

On-axis detector (INGRID)
ν beam monitor 
(rate, direction and their stability)

Off-axis detector (ND280)

•Dipole magnet w/ 0.2T
• P0D: π0 Detector
• FGD+TPC: Target + Particle tracking
• EM calorimeter
• Side-Muon-Range Detector

positive tracknegative track

a few electrons

muons muon+!

protons

TPC PID

Off-axis near detectors: ND280 !

P0D ECAL 
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ν

INGRID

(M.Ravonel’s talk)

νe CC event and NCπ0 event measurements are 
checked (background events for νe appearance)

(G.Lopez’s talk)
(Poster: Measurement of the electron neutrino component  of the T2K beam at ND280)
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Far detector (Super-K) measurements
• Water Cherenkov detector w/ fiducial 

volume 22.5kton

• Record all the hit PMTs within ±500μsec
centered at the beam arrival time

• Detector performance is well-matched at 
sub GeV
- Good e-like 

(shower ring) / 
μ-like separation

XIV International Workshop on Neutrino Telescopes (2011)A. Rubbia
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SuperK (Far) Detector
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Far Detector: SK-IV
50kt Water Cherenkov detector (Fiducial 22.5kt)

@ underground (2700 m water equivalent)
20’ ID PMT 11,129: 40% Photo coverage
+ 8’ OD PMT 1885 :
Dead-time less DAQ system (2008~)
Good performance for sub-GeV detection

1st oscillation maximum : E ~0.6GeV at SK position.
Charged current quasi-elastic (CC QE) interaction is 
dominant process.

• Good e / separation
• Energy reconstruction: E/E ~10% ( 2-body kinematics)

ICRR, Univ. of Tokyo

e

neutron proton

e
l

neutron proton
l

Un-oscillated 

Signal e

MC

MC

3

Super-Kamiokande
50kton water
32kt ID viewed by 
20-inch PMTs
~2m OD viewed 
by 8-inch PMTs
22.5kt fid. vol. 
(2m from wall)
Etotal=~4.5MeV 
energy threshold
SK-I: April 1996~
SK-IV is running

Electronics hutLINAC

Control room

Water and air 
purification system

SK

2km3km

1km
(2700mwe)

39.3m

41.4m

Atotsu
entrance

AtotsuMozumi

Ikeno-yama
Kamioka-cho, Gifu
Japan

Inner Detector (ID) PMT:   ~11100 (SK-I,III,IV),  ~5200 (SK-II)
Outer Detector (OD) PMT: 1885

ID

OD

http://www-sk.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/sk/

See J. Wilkesʼ talk

17Wednesday, March 16, 2011

~11000 x 
20inch PMTs  
in ID

Atmospheric !
● Data
!  MC     

Probability that μ is mis-id 
as electron is ~1%

Signal:  single ring electron

νe
e

p
νμ

Background:  
   intrinsic νe in beam

π0 from NC interaction γνμ
π0 γ

overlapped

γνμ
π0

γ
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Oscillation analysis method
ND280 νμ measurements
in CCQE and nonQE samples

Flux & ν int. cross section fit  
to constrain flux and ν int. cross 
section uncertainties

Flux prediction
w/ Hadron production 
measurement (CERN NA61)

Oscillation parameter fit 
to extract sin22θ13 (δCP is scanned)

Other ν int. cross section 
uncertainties (uncorrelated 
between ND  and far detector)

detector 
uncertainties

fit result (flux & ν int. cross section 
information) is extrapolated 
into oscillation parameter fit

νe candidate events

ν int. cross section
model & uncertainties

NEUT + uncertainties set 
from external data

Far detector uncertainties
set from atm.-ν & π0 control sample
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● Data
— MC w/o tuning
--- MC after fit

Flux & ν int. cross section fit w/ ND measurement

Fit results are extrapolated to 
the prediction at far detector

the predicted event rate is 
corrected based on the fit results

improved constraint on the systematic 
errors with ND280 measurement

Fit (pμ, θμ) distribution for CCQE and 
nonQE enhanced samples

Flux energy dependent errors 
w/ full correlations among ν types and 
between detectors (ND280, SK) are 
taken into account in prior of the fit

pμ distribution for CCQE

T2K far νμ flux normalization & uncertainties
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(see also M.Ravonel’s talk)
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The predicted number of events 
and systematic uncertainties

Event category sin2 2θ13 = 0.0 sin2 2θ13 = 0.1
Total 3.22±0.43 10.71±1.10
νe signal 0.18 7.79
νe background 1.67 1.56
νµ background 1.21 1.21
νµ + νe background 0.16 0.16

The predicted # of events w/ 3.01 x 1020 p.o.t.

(mainly NCπ0)
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Figure 9: The predicted number of events distribution for the Run1+2+3b+3c POT until

June 9 (= 3.010× 1020) with sin
2
2θ13 = 0.1 (left) and sin

2
2θ13 = 0 (right).

3.3 Effect of systematic uncertainties441

How much the systematic uncertainty affect the prediction is checked by throwing442

the systematic parameters. Specifically, a total of 20000 sets of the systematic443

parameters following the multivariate normal distribution and covariance matrix444

are generated, and then the reconstructed neutrino energy distribution and total445

number of events are calculated for each set by using Equations (6) and (7). The446

central values of systematic parameters in the multivariate normal distribution are447

set at the “Post ND280 fit” values. As for the error size and correlation among448

parameters, the covariance matrices both before and after the ND280 fit are tested449

for checking the improvement by the ND280 fit.450

Figure 9 shows the predicted number of events distributions over the 20000451

throws of systematic parameters for the Run1+2+3b+3c POT until June 9 (=452

3.010× 1020). The distribution made with error values before the ND280 fit (blue453

hatched) and the distribution after the ND280 fit (red solid) are shown together454

for both sin2 2θ13 = 0.1 and = 0 cases. As seen in the figure, the uncertainty on455

the predicted number of events is largely reduced after the ND280 fit. The size of456

error reduction by the ND280 data is larger in sin2 2θ13 = 0.1 case than that in457

sin2 2θ13 = 0 case. The main reason is that the νe signal sample is mostly composed458

of CCQE events, whose uncertainty is well constrained by the ND280 data, while459

the uncertainty of NC1π0 events, one of the major backgrounds, can be constrained460

only slightly by the ND280 data.461

The systematic uncertainty on the predicted number of events due to each indi-462

vidual error source is also estimated by throwing only relevant systematic parame-463

ters and fixing the other parameters at their prior values. The result is summarized464

in Table 10, together with sizes of the total systematic errors. The dominant error465

sources in sin2 2θ13 = 0.1 case after the ND280 data fit are the uncertainties on466

the beam flux prediction, MQE
A , CCQE normalization and Spectral function. You467

may notice that the total error size is not equal to the quadratic sum of individual468

errors. This is because some of the systematic parameters can vary in a correlated469

way.470

The systematic uncertainty on the predicted number of events due to each group471

of error sources is summarized in Table 11. The table also includes the size of to-472

tal errors in this analysis and in the 2010a analysis. In addition to constraints on473
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Uncertainties are reduced 
using ND280 measurement

Error source sin2 2θ13 = 0 sin2 2θ13 = 0.1
Beam flux+ν int. 8.7 % 5.7 %in T2K fit
ν int. (from other exp.) 5.9 % 7.5 %
Final state interaction 3.1 % 2.4 %
Far detector 7.1 % 3.1 %
Total 13.4 % 10.3 %
(T2K 2011 results:                               ~23%                     ~18%)

big improvement from the T2K 2011 results
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νe candidate event selection

11 candidate events are observed

 energy (MeV)Reconstructed 
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RUN1-3 data
)POT2010!(3.010 

 CCeOsc. 
 CC"+"
 CCe+e

NC
=0.1)1322(MC w/ sin

RUN 1+2+3 3.010×1020 POT Data
MC Expectation w/ sin22θ13=0.1MC Expectation w/ sin22θ13=0.1MC Expectation w/ sin22θ13=0.1MC Expectation w/ sin22θ13=0.1MC Expectation w/ sin22θ13=0.1

RUN 1+2+3 3.010×1020 POT Data Signal
νμ→νe

BG total CC (νμ+ν ̄μ) CC(νe+ν ̄e) NC

Fully contained FV at beam timing 174 12.35 165.47 117.33 7.67 40.48
Single ring 88 10.39 82.78 66.41 4.82 11.55

e-like 22 10.27 15.60 2.72 4.79 8.10
Evis>100MeV 21 10.04 13.53 1.76 4.75 7.01
No decay-e 16 8.63 10.09 0.33 3.76 6.00

2γ invariant mass cut 11 8.05 4.32 0.09 2.60 1.64
Eνrec < 1250 MeV

(MC sin22θ13=0 case) 11 7.81
(0.18)

2.92
(3.04)

0.06
(0.06)

1.61
(1.73)

1.25
(1.25)

Efficiency [%] 60.7 1.0 0.0 20.0 0.9

The probability (p-value) to observe 11 or 
more events with θ13=0 is 0.08% (3.2σ)

Nexp=3.22±0.43 for sin22θ13=0

Evidence of νe appearance
11



Oscillation parameter fit

Method2: 
Rate + reconstructed 
Eν shape

Performing an extended maximum likelihood fit to extract sin22θ13

Fit data with
rate + (pe, θe) shape (2 dimensional)

We performed 
three independent fits

Method3: Rate only 
(Feldman &Cousins)

oscillation
parameter

systematic parameters
(prior: ND280 results)

measurement
variables

• SK detector e!ciency is evaluated by SK MC simulation. We estimate the e!-148

ciency for each event category in SK such as single ring e-like event, NC1!0 events149

and so on, as described in T2K-TN-107[7]. Uncertainties of the e!ciency are eval-150

uated as a function of pe and "e with control samples and SK Toy MC studies.151

In practice, the predicted number of events also depends on the oscillation param-152

eters and parameters which represent systematic uncertainties. Equation (1) therefore153

becomes Npred.(pe, "pe, "e, ""e,o, f) where o is oscillation parameters and f is system-154

atic parameters. Based on the Npred.(pe, "pe, "e, ""e,o, f), we predict both the number155

of events and the pe-"e shape distribution so that the systematic parameters are simul-156

taneously varied in these predictions. The predicted number of events and the predicted157

pe-"e distribution are used in the likelihood function of the oscillation analysis.158

In the following subsections, we first define the likelihood function and then dis-159

cuss the details of the predictions of the pe-"e distribution. The inputs of systematic160

uncertainties on these predictions are discussed in the next section.161

2.2 Definition of the likelihood162

The likelihood is defined as

L(Nobs., x; o,f) = Lnorm(Nobs.; o,f) ! Lshape(x; o, f) ! Lsyst.(f) (3)

where o is oscillation parameters which we want to extract, x is a set of measurements163

variables and f represents the parameters for systematic uncertainties.164

The normalization term, Lnorm, is defined by the Poisson probability to observe the
number of #e candidate events, Nobs.:

Lnorm(Nobs.; o, f) =
e!Npred.(o,f)[Npred.(o,f)]Nobs

Nobs!
(4)

where Npred. is the predicted number of events which depends on the oscillation param-
eters and systematic parameters. Npred.(o, f) is calculated by integrating the predicted
pe-"e distribution, Npred.(pe, "pe, "e, ""e,o, f).

Npred.(o,f) =
!

pe

!

!e

Npred.(pe, "pe, "e, ""e,o,f) (5)

The pe-"e distribution is constructed including the oscillation parameters and systematic165

parameters. The detailed definition of Npred.(pe, "pe, "e, ""e,o, f) is discussed in the166

next subsection.167

The shape term, Lshape is defined by the product of the probabilities that each event
has the momentum (pe) and angle ("e).

Lshape(x; o,f) =
Nobs"

i=1

$(pei, "ei,o,f) (6)
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ν oscillation parameters fixed:
• Δm212=7.6×10-5 eV2 
• Δm322=±2.4×10-3 eV2

• sin22θ12=0.8704,  sin22θ23=1.0(method1)
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assuming δCP=0, normal hierarchy
|Δm232|=2.4x10-3 eV2, sin22θ23=1

sin2 2θ13 = 0.094+0.053
−0.040

best fit w/ 68% CL error: 

0.033 < sin2 2θ13 < 0.188

90% C.L. arrowed region:

Nbest-fit =  10.18

Nobs =  11

Results
(prediction histograms are based with best-fit sin22θ13)

preliminary
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Results

This result is consistent with 
rate+shape (rec. Eν) method and 
rate only method

1322sin
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(3.010e20 POT)
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2 eV-310!|=2.432

2m|

assuming sin22θ23=1

Allowed region of sin22θ13 for each 
value of δCP

best fit w/ 68% CL error @δCP=0
normal hierarchy:

inverted hierarchy:
sin2 2θ13 = 0.116+0.063

−0.049

sin2 2θ13 = 0.094+0.053
−0.040

c.f 2011 result for normal (inverted) hierarchy 

sin2 2θ13 = 0.11+0.10
−0.06 (0.14+0.12

−0.07)

preliminary
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Summary & Outlook
•We report new results on νe appearance analysis based on 

3.01 x 1020 p.o.t. (~4% exposure of T2K’s goal)

- 11 candidate events are observed

- p-value is 0.08% (equivalent to 3.2σ) 

-                                   

for Δm2
32 = 2.4 x 10-3 eV2(NH), δCP=0, sin22θ23=1

•We plan to take more data with new runs at higher beam 
power toward a more precise measurement of νe appearance

- ~8x1020 p.o.t (2013) → ~1.2x1021 p.o.t (2014) → ~1.8x1021 p.o.t. (2015)

•Updated results on νμ disappearance coming soon

- precise measurement of θ23

sin2 2θ13 = 0.094+0.053
−0.040

Evidence of νe appearance
→ open a possibility to 
measure CP violation in 

lepton sector
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